STAINED GLASS METAPHOR

When a huge force hits the glass, it breaks. It lasts for some time, thanks to the frame that holds it together. If the stroke is so big that it destroys the frame, then it’s over. But as long as the frame survive you can fix it. You can make a stained glass window, from pieces of glass, that will fill the frame.

You can recognize the frame. (Name which keeps you alive.) You can also recognize what makes you stronger. (The body in the scar site is much stronger and harder to hurt.) Finally you can see the glass again. Before that, you could see it only if it was dirty. Looking through the stained glass window you can see not only what is behind it, but you can also see itself clearly. Some experiences make the glass red, others green, another yellow, orange, purple, blue, pink ...

All that colors paint new picture...